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ABSTRACT 
Natural ventilation systems (NVS) have been widely used in shallow underground tunnels due to 
convenience in installation, maintenance and low cost compared with mechanical ventilation systems. 
In the NVS, smoke ventilation rate is mainly determined by the flow rate through the vertical shaft due 
to the stack effect. In practice, fresh air under smoke layer directly flows into the shaft and the 
phenomena is defined as “plug-holing”. When the plug-holing occurs in the NVS, the actual smoke 
ventilation rate becomes smaller than the design value. The plug-holing phenomenon correlates relative 
ratio between ceiling jet flow and buoyant flow immediately below the shaft. Therefore, tunnel 
geometrics and fire size mainly affect the plug-holing phenomena. Especially, the area of the ceiling 
plays an important role in the properties of smoke layer such as temperature and velocity, thus the cross-
sectional aspect ratio of a tunnel can affect the occurrence of plug-holing. In this study, we numerically 
investigated the effect of tunnel aspect ratio on the plug-holing phenomena in shallow underground 
tunnels. Numerical analysis was performed with changing the tunnel aspect ratio which is defined as 
the ratio of the height to width of tunnel. As a result, as the aspect ratio decreases, the velocity and 
temperature of the smoke layer decreases and it means that the buoyancy and momentum force are 
diminished. The momentum force decreases more rapidly than the buoyancy force, so the fresh air can 
be entrained into the shaft. Therefore, the potential for the occurrence of plug-holing increases as the 
aspect ratio decreases. 
Keywords: plug-holing, CFD. 

1  INTRODUCTION 
In tunnels fires, smoke and hot gas rapidly spread along the ceiling to the whole tunnel 
immediately after the fire. Also, evacuation routes are the same with the primary way that 
smoke spreads, which causes many human causalities due to toxic gas suffocation. In 
accordance with the reports by fire statics from NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) 
in USA, smoke inhalation and decreased visibility are the major causes of incurring casualties 
in fire accidents. 75% of all fire deaths are caused by smoke inhalation and 47% of survivors 
caught in fire. Also, over than 70% of casualties are caused by the suffocation effect due to 
the toxic gas from the fire [1]. Therefore, exhausting or controlling smoke is very important 
in ensuring the evacuation route in the fire cases. 
     Generally, smoke ventilation systems classified into mechanical ventilation systems 
(MVS) and natural ventilation systems (NVS) depending on how to exhaust smoke. The 
NVS, in which smoke is exhausted by the stack effect of a vertical shaft, have been widely 
used in shallow underground tunnels due to convenience in installation, maintenance and low 
cost compared with MVS. On the other hand, NVS is in capable of control the exhaust 
amount of smoke flow actively or artificially. This is because the buoyancy force of smoke 
mainly affects the performance of NVS related to the passive smoke exhaust [2]. Therefore, 
it is necessary to accurately calculate the maximum smoke discharge capacity of NVS at a 
tunnel design stage. 
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     In fire cases, the vertical flow, which is driven by buoyancy force of smoke, is affected 
by fire size and NVS geometrics, e.g. heat release rate (HRR), cross-sectional aspect ratio of 
tunnel/shaft, height of shaft, hydraulic diameter of tunnel, and so on. In addition, the plug-
holing phenomena is one of the influence factors for the performance of NVS. In practice, 
the fresh air under smoke layer directly flows into the shaft with the smoke and it is defined 
as “plug-holing” [3], thereby the actual amount of smoke exhaust becomes smaller than the 
design value when the plug-holing occurs in the NVS. 
     Many researches have been conducted to develop the prediction index for the occurrence 
of plug-holing in the NVS depending on various influence factors. Hinkley [3] initially 
introduced the plug-holing phenomenon and suggested the modified Froude number (FrH), 
which is defined as the ratio of momentum force and buoyancy force of the smoke, as the 
criterion on the occurrence of plug-holing. However, the height of shaft, which affects 
buoyancy force of smoke induced by the stack effect, is not considered in the Hinkley’s 
criterion. Ji et al. [4] carried out the reduced-scale experiments to investigate the effect of 
shaft height and heat release rate on the plug-holing in NVS and suggested the modified 
Richardson number (RiJ). Baek et al. [5], however, found that the both existing criterion are 
incapable to predict the occurrence of plug-holing accurately depending on the hydraulic 
diameter. In this study, we numerically investigated the effect of cross-sectional aspect ratio 
of tunnel on the plug-holing in a reduced-scale model tunnel. 

2  THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS 

2.1  Plug-holing phenomenon 

In the view of physics, the occurrence of plug-holing is determined by whether the fresh air 
flows into the shaft, and the phenomena is associated with the ratio of momentum force and 
buoyant force of the smoke flow under the shaft [6]. Fig. 1 shows the schematic for the 
occurrence of plug-holing in NVS. In tunnel fires, the fire plume, i.e. smoke, arises and then 
flows along the ceiling which is called as the ceiling jet flow. The smoke is eventually 
exhausted through the shaft and the fresh air is entrained into the shaft with the vertical flow 
with the exhausting smoke. The sunken area is formed by the smoke layer interface between 
the smoke flow and the fresh air. When the apex of the sunken area is located higher than the 
height of the tunnel, it is judged that the plug-holing occurs because the pure fresh air directly 
flows into the shaft. Here, the shape of sunken area is associated with the characteristics of 
the ceiling jet and the vertical flows. Consequently, the plug-holing phenomenon is 
significantly affected by the relative flow intensity between the ceiling jet and the shaft, that 
is, the ratio of horizontal momentum force to buoyancy force acting on the sunken area. 
 

 

Figure 1:    Schematic for the occurrence of plug-holing in the natural ventilation tunnel. 
(Source: Baek, 2017.) 
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2.2  Estimation of occurrence of plug-holing 

In this study, it is judged that plug-holing occurred in NVS when the smoke layer interface 
penetrates inside the shaft as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, it is essential to define smoke layer 
interface and estimate temperature distribution in the interface plane. The temperature of 
smoke layer interface were calculated by using the Janssens and Tran model [7] from vertical 
temperature profile at V-line which is 0.3 m away from the vertical center of shaft. 
Consequently, we considered that plug-holing occurred if there is a point in H-line at which 
the temperature (Tsh) is lower than that of smoke layer interface (Ts), i.e. Tsh < Ts. 

3  NUMERICAL DETAILS 

3.1  Modelling and grid generation 

A 1/20 reduced scale shallow tunnel was modelled for numerical study considering NVS. To 
changes the aspect ratio of tunnel cross-sectional area, only tunnel depth (dtu) changes from 
0.3 m to 0.54 m when tunnel height (htu) is fixed to 0.3 m, so that five aspect ratios (AR) i.e. 
1.0, 0.83, 0.71, 0.63 and 0.57, were selected as numerical cases as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, 
the shaft depth (dsh) changes from 0.1 m to 0.18 m depending on the AR while the ratio  
 

 

Figure 2:  Schematics for judgement of plug-holing. 

 

Figure 3:  Schematics of reduced-scale model tunnel depending on the aspect ratio. 
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of dsh / dtu maintains at 1/3. Shaft width (wsh) and shaft height (hsh) were fixed to 0.1 m and 
0.15 m, respectively. 
     Fig. 4 shows numerical domain and each grid size of different regions considering flow 
characteristics. The numerical domain was expended to ambient space around opening of 
shaft and tunnel to robust numerical convergence. The grid around the fire source is the 
densest in all cases, and the minimum grid size was determined by using the optimizing 
model for grid size considering heat release rate [8], [9]. As a result, the number of grid cells 
is around 350,000 for the whole cases and the cell size is 0.01 m. 

3.2  Numerical and boundary conditions 

We calculated thermal and fluid flows in the model tunnel using Fire Dynamic Simulator 
(FDS) ver. 6.6, which is developed by National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) 
in USA. The FDS have been widely used to solve low-speed, thermally-driven flows with an 
emphasis on smoke and heat transfer from fires by using a large eddy simulation (LES). 
Transient analysis was performed to judge whether plug-holing occurs or not depending the 
aspect ratio in a quasi-steady state. 
     A heptane pool pane was located at 2.3 m away from the shaft and the heat release rate 
was fixed to 3.2 kW in all cases for the aspect ratio. No-slip and adiabatic conditions were 
applied to the whole wall. Pressure-outlet condition was used for all openings of tunnel and 

shaft. Ambient conditions for pressure and temperature are 1 atm and 11℃, respectively, also 
initial condition was the same with the ambient condition. 

4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this study, plug-holing phenomena was analysed with the mean values, i.e. temperature 
and velocity, during the quasi-steady state. So, each variable was averaged with the interval 
of 10 s. We considered that thermal fluid flow in the tunnel reached the quasi-steady-state if 
there is a difference less than 5% between mean values of the current interval and previous 
interval. 
     Fig. 5 shows temperature and velocity distribution in the V-line at the tunnel. Both of 
temperature and velocity increases as the aspect ratio increases, i.e. tunnel width becomes 
larger than tunnel height. In tunnel fire, hot gas flows along the ceiling to the openings of 
tunnel or shaft. Meanwhile, fresh air is entrained to the fire source. Consequently, the smoke 
layer interface is formed between hot gas and fresh air, and heat transfer occurs through the 
interface. Therefore, smoke layer temperature decreases with the aspect ratio due to an  
 

 

Figure 4:  Numerical domain and grid. 
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increase in the interface area. In addition, the momentum of ceiling flow decreases due to an 
increase in frictions at the wall, so smoke velocity decreases with the aspect ratio. 
     Fig. 6 shows temperature distribution in the H-line at the shaft. Temperature increases as 
the aspect decreases. This is because more hot gas flows into the shaft. 
     To judge the occurrence of plug-holing, the minimum temperature (Tsh) in H-line was 
compared with the temperature of smoke layer interface (Ts) calculated from V-line. Plug-
holing occurs when Tsh > Ts. Smoke temperature and judgement of plug-holing depending on 
the aspect ratio are presented in Table 1. As the results, plug-holing does not occur in the 
only aspect ratio case of 1.0. It implies that the aspect ratio is one of the influence factor on 
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Figure 5:    Profiles along V-line in the tunnel depending on aspect ratio. (a) Temperature; 
(b) Velocity. 
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Figure 6:  Temperature profile along H-line in the shaft depending on aspect ratio. 

Table 1:  Smoke temperature and plug-holing occurrence depending on the aspect ratio. 

Aspect 
ratio (AR) 

Smoke layer 
interface height, 

hs (m) 

Minimum 
temperature in 
H-line, Tsh (℃)

Temperature of 
smoke layer 

interface, Ts (℃)

Plug-holing 
occurrence 

1.0 0.114 52.2 51.5 X 
0.83 0.117 46.6 46.8 O 
0.71 0.122 43.1 46.0 O 
0.63 0.131 38.3 46.1 O 
0.56 0.134 37.1 44.6 O 

 
the plug-holing phenomena. In addition, difference between Tsh and Ts becomes larger as the 
aspect ratio decreases, it means that the potential for occurrence of plug-holing increases. 

5  CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, we numerically the effect of the tunnel aspect ratio on the plug-holing 
phenomena with a constant heat release rate of 3.2 kW. 

 Temperature and velocity of smoke flow decreases with the aspect ratio; 
 The potential for occurrence of plug-holing increases as the aspect ratio decreases. 

     In addition, parameter study for heat release rate and tunnel geometrics is essential to 
develop the prediction index for plug-holing phenomena as the further study. 
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